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A COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRA APPROACH TO MULTIPLICATIVE HOM-LIE
ALGEBRAS
YIN CHEN AND RUNXUAN ZHANG
ABSTRACT. We use amethod of commutative algebra to describe the affine variety HLiem(gln(C))
of all multiplicative Hom-Lie algebras on the general linear Lie algebra gln(C), showing that
HLiem(gl2(C)) consists of two 1-dimensional and one 3-dimensional irreducible components. We
also prove that HLiem(gln(C)) = {diag{δ , . . . ,δ ,a} | δ = 1 or 0,a ∈ C} for n > 3.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let (L, [−,−]) be a finite-dimensional non-associative algebra over a field F andD : L−→ L be
a linear map. The triple (L, [−,−],D) is called a Hom-Lie algebra over F if [x,y] =−[y,x] and
[D(x), [y,z]]+ [D(y), [z,x]]+ [D(z), [x,y]] = 0 for all x,y,z ∈ L. A Hom-Lie algebra (L, [−,−],D)
is called multiplicative if D is an algebra homomorphism, i.e., D([x,y]) = [D(x),D(y)] for all
x,y ∈ L. The theory of Hom-Lie algebras stems from the study of deformations of Lie algebras.
In 2006, Hartwig-Larsson-Silvestrov [6] introduced the notion of hom-Lie algebras and proved
that some q-deformations of the Witt and the Virasoro algebras have the structure of a hom-
Lie algebra. In 2008, the definition of hom-Lie algebras was generalized slightly to the current
version of Hom-Lie algebras; see Makhlouf-Silvestrov [8], Benayadi-Makhlouf [1] or Sheng
[11]. Since then the theory of Hom-nonassociative algebras has been studied extensively; see for
example [6], [8], [14] and related references.
Suppose (g, [−,−]) is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over the complex field C. An interesting
question asks
(†) Whether there exists a nontrivial multiplicative Hom-Lie algebra structure on g?
This question was firstly studied by Jin-Li [7] in which they claimed that if g is a complex semi-
simple Lie algebra, then all multiplicative Hom-Lie algebra structures on g are trivial. How-
ever, we note that Jin-Li’s claim was correct except for the case of sl2(C) and there exists a
nontrivial multiplicative Hom-Lie algebra structure on sl2(C). Recently, Xie-Jin-Liu [13] and
Makhlouf-Zusmanovich [9] gave proofs to this claim in terms of different ways. For the study of
3-dimensional Hom-Lie algebras, see [5] and [10].
Here we take a point of view of affine varieties on the set of all Hom-Lie algebras and
multiplicative Hom-Lie algebras on a finite-dimensional complex Lie algebra g. This means
that methods of commutative algebra will be our main source of tools. Suppose dimC(g) = n
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and Mn(C) denotes the affine space of all n× n-matrices over C. We are interested in the
vector space HLie(g) := {D ∈ Mn(C) | (g, [−,−],D) is a Hom-Lie algebra} and the affine va-
riety HLiem(g) := {D ∈ Mn(C) | (g, [−,−],D) is a multiplicative Hom-Lie algebra}. Clearly,
HLiem(g) ⊆ HLie(g). Choose a basis {e1,e2, . . . ,en} for g. We observe that any Hom-Lie al-
gebra structure D ∈ HLie(g) can be determined by finitely many polynomial equations in n2
variables. This means that HLie(g) and HLiem(g) can be viewed as affine varieties in the n
2-
dimensional affine space. Moreover, it is easy to see that HLie(g) is a linear variety and thus it is
irreducible, while HLiem(g) is not a linear variety in general and so it may not be irreducible.
The purpose of this article is to study (multiplicative) Hom-Lie algebra structures on the gen-
eral linear Lie algebra gln(C), n > 2. In Section 2, we completely describe the affine variety
HLiem(gl2(C)), showing that it consists of two 1-dimensional and one 3-dimensional irreducible
components. This result also demonstrates that the question (†) has a positive answer for the case
g = gl2(C). In Section 3, we characterize multiplicative Hom-Lie algebra structures on gln(C)
for n > 3, showing that HLiem(gln(C)) = {diag{δ , . . . ,δ ,a} | δ = 1 or 0,a ∈ C}; see Theorem
3.3.
2. HLiem(gl2(C))
Consider the general linear Lie algebra gl2(C) spanned by the standard basis{
e1 :=
(
1 0
0 0
)
,e2 :=
(
0 1
0 0
)
,e3 :=
(
0 0
1 0
)
,e4 :=
(
0 0
0 1
)}
with the following nontrivial relations:
(2.1) [e1,e2] = e2, [e1,e3] =−e3, [e2,e3] = e1− e4, [e2,e4] = e2, [e3,e4] =−e3.
Let D ∈ HLiem(gl2(C)) be an arbitrary element. With respect to the basis {e1,e2,e3,e4}, we
may suppose D= (ai j)
t
4×4. This means that
(2.2) (D(e1), . . . ,D(e4)) = (e1, . . . ,e4)

 a11 . . . a41... ... ...
a14 · · · a44

 .
Let A= C[xi j | 1≤ i, j ≤ 4] be the polynomial ring in 16 variables. Then A can be viewed as
the coordinate ring of the affine space M4(C) of all 4×4-matrices over C by the valuation. We
define the following 23 polynomials:
f1 := x11− x44, f2 := x23x32+ x41x44− x42x43− (x
2
41+ x41+ x
2
44− x44)/2,
f3 := x12+ x42, f4 := x23x41− x23x44− x23+2x
2
43,
f5 := x13+ x43, f6 := x23x42− (x41x43− x43x44+ x43)/2,
f7 := x14− x41, f8 := x32x41− x32x44− x32+2x
2
42,
f9 := x21+ x43, f10 := x32x43− (x41x42− x42x44+ x42)/2,
f11 := x22− x33, f12 := x
2
33+ x41x44− x42x43− (x
2
41− x41+ x
2
44+ x44)/2,
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f13 := x23x33+ x
2
43, f14 := x33x41− x33x44+ x33+2x42x43,
f15 := x24− x43, f16 := x33x42− (x41x42− x42x44− x42)/2,
f17 := x31+ x42, f18 := x33x43− (x41x43− x43x44− x43)/2,
f19 := x32x33+ x
2
42, f20 := x42(x
2
41−2x41x44+4x42x43+ x
2
44−1),
f21 := x34− x42, f22 := x43(x
2
41−2x41x44+4x42x43+ x
2
44−1),
and f23 := x
3
41−3x
2
41x44+4x41x42x43+3x41x
2
44−x41−4x42x43x44−x
3
44+x44.We use I to denote
the ideal generated by { fi | 1≤ i≤ 23} in A.
Lemma 2.1. HLiem(gl2(C))⊆ V(I) := {σ ∈M4(C) | f (σ) = 0 for all f ∈ I}.
Proof. Suppose D = (ai j)
t
4×4 ∈ HLiem(gl2(C)) is any element. Then D satisfies the following
conditions: (1)D([ei,e j]) = [D(ei),D(e j)] for all 1≤ i, j≤ 4; (2) [D(ei), [e j,ek]]+[D(e j), [ek,ei]]+
[D(ek), [ei,e j]] = 0 for all 1≤ i, j,k≤ 4. These two conditions, together with (2.1) and (2.2), im-
ply that the valuation of every fi at D is zero. Thus D ∈ V(I) and HLiem(gl2(C))⊆ V(I). 
In fact, we will show that HLiem(gl2(C)) and V(I) are equal. By Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show
that V(I) is contained in HLiem(gl2(C)). To do this, we need to investigate the topological struc-
ture of V(I); more precisely, we need to figure out all irreducible components V(p1), . . . ,V(pk)
of V(I) for some k ∈ N+. The last step is to show that every element in each component V(pi)
belongs to HLiem(gl2(C)).
In our case, we will see that V(I) has three irreducible components: V(p1),V(p2),V(p3). To
describe them, we define the following polynomials in A:
α := x14− x44, β := x41− x44,
g1 := x22− (β −1)/2, g2 := x23x32+ x42x43− (β +1)/2,
g3 := β
2+4x42x43−1, h := β
2+β .
We define four ideals of A as follows:
p1 := ( f1,α,β ,x12,x13,x21,x22,x23,x24,x31,x32,x33,x34,x42,x43),
p2 := ( f1,α +1,β +1,x12,x13,x21,x22−1,x23,x24,x31,x32,x33−1,x34,x42,x43),
p3 := ( f1, f3, f4, . . . , f10, f15, f17, f21,g1,g2,g3),
p := ( f1, f7,h,x12,x13,x21,x22+β ,x23,x24,x31,x32,x33+β ,x34,x42,x43).
Lemma 2.2. The ideals p1,p2 and p3 are prime.
Proof. Clearly, p1 and p2 are prime ideals, as the generators of p1 and p2 are polynomials of
degree 1. To show p3 is prime, it suffices to show that A/p3 is an integral domain. In fact,
A/p3  C[x23,x32,x41, . . . ,x44]/(g2,g3, f2i | 2≤ i≤ 5). The latter is isomorphic to
(C[β ,x23,x32,x42,x43]/(g2,g3, f2i | 2≤ i≤ 5))[x44].
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Thus it suffices to show that B := C[β ,x23,x32,x42,x43]/(g2,g3, f2i | 2 ≤ i ≤ 5) is an integral
domain.
We claim that the image of β −1 in B is not a zero-divisor. Let J1 := (g2,g3, f2i | 2≤ i ≤ 5)
and J2 := (β − 1) be ideals of C[β ,x23,x32,x42,x43]. This claim is equivalent to that the colon
ideal (J1 : J2) is equal to J1. By Derksen-Kemper [4, page 11, Section 1.2.4] we see that
(J1 : J2) =
1
β −1
(J1∩ J2).
We use the lexicographic ordering with β > x23 > x32 > x42 > x43 in C[β ,x23,x32,x42,x43]. Ap-
plying Derksen-Kemper [4, Lemma 1.1.8] and a direct calculation, we see that the following 8
polynomials
β −2x23x32−2x42x43+1, x
2
23x32+ x23x42x43− x23+ x
2
43,
x223x42− x23x43+ x
3
43, x23x
2
32+ x32x42x43− x32+ x
2
42,
x23x32x42− x32x43+ x
2
42x43, x23x32x43− x23x42+ x42x
2
43,
x23x
2
42− x32x
2
43, x
2
32x43− x32x42+ x
3
42
form a Gröbner basis, denoted by G1, for the ideal J1. To derive a Gröbner basis for J1 ∩ J2,
we consider the polynomial ring C[t,β ,x23,x32,x42,x43] and use the lexicographic ordering with
t > β > x23 > x32 > x42 > x43. Let J12 be the ideal of C[t,β ,x23,x32,x42,x43] generated by
(1− t) · J1+ t · J2,
where the products are formed by multiplying each generator of J1 and J2 by 1− t and t respec-
tively. It follows from Vasconcelos [12, Corollary 2.1.1] that
J1∩ J2 = J12∩C[β ,x23,x32,x42,x43].
We use [4, Lemma 1.1.8] again to see that these polynomials:
tβ − t, tx23x32− t+(βx23x32+βx42x43+β −3x23x32− x42x43+1)/2,
tx23x42− tx43+βx43/2− x23x42+ x43/2, tx32x43− tx42+βx42/2− x32x43+ x42/2,
tx242−βx32/2+ x32/2− x
2
42, tx
2
43−βx23/2+ x23/2− x
2
43,
tx42x43− (βx23x32+βx42x43− x23x32+ x42x43)/2
together with (β − 1) ·G1, form a Gröbner basis for J12. By Derksen-Kemper [4, Algorithm
1.2.1] we obtain that (β −1) ·G1 is a Gröbner basis for J1∩ J2. This means that (J1 : J2) can be
generated by G1 and so (J1 : J2) = J1, as desired.
Hence, B can be embedded into B∗ := B[ 1β−1 ] and we need only to show that B
∗ is an integral
domain. Since the images of x23 and x32 in B can be expressed by the images of x42, x43 and
(β − 1)−1, it follows that B∗  (C[β ,x42,x43]/(β
2+ 4x42x43− 1)[
1
β−1 ]. As β
2+ 4x42x43− 1 is
irreducible, B∗ is isomorphic to a localization of an integral domain. Thus B∗ is also an integral
domain. The proof is completed. 
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Corollary 2.3. Let Ca :=


a 0 0 a
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
a 0 0 a

 and Da :=


a 0 0 a−1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
a−1 0 0 a

. ThenV (p1) = {Ca |
a ∈ C} and V (p2) = {Da | a ∈ C} are 1-dimensional irreducible affine varieties.
Corollary 2.4. The affine variety V(p3) is 3-dimensional and irreducible, consisting of all ma-
trices
Ea,b,c,ξ :=


a−ξ −c −b a
−b ξ−1
2
−2c2
ξ−1
b
−c −2b
2
ξ−1
ξ−1
2
c
a c b a−ξ

 ,
where a,b,c,1 , ξ ∈ C and ξ 2+4bc−1= 0.
Lemma 2.5. V(p1)∪V(p2)∪V(p3)⊆ V(I).
Proof. It suffices to show that I ⊆ p1, I ⊆ p2 and I ⊆ p3. To show the first containment, it is easy
to see that all generators of I except for f2, f7, f12, f23 are zero modulo p1. Thus it is sufficient
to show that f2, f7, f12, f23 are equal to zero modulo p1. In fact, working over modulo p1, we see
that f2 ≡ f12 ≡ −
1
2
(β 2+β ) ≡ 0; f7 = α −β ≡ 0; f23 ≡ β
3−β ≡ 0. This proves that I ⊆ p1.
Similarly, one can show that I ⊆ p2 and I ⊆ p3. 
Lemma 2.6. p1 ·p2 ⊆ p.
Proof. It follows from [3, Proposition 6, page 185] that the set of products of any two elements
that come from the generating sets of p1 and p2 respectively can generate the product p1 · p2.
Hence, we only need to show that every element in B1 ·B2 := {b1b2 | bi ∈ Bi,1≤ i≤ 2} belongs
to p, where
B1 := {α,β ,x22,x33},
B2 := {α +1,β +1,x22−1,x33−1}.
As the three elements f7,x22+β ,x33+β are contained in p, we see that α ≡ β and x22 ≡ x33 ≡
−β modulo p. This indicates that it is sufficient to show that β · B2 is contained in p. Note that
h ∈ p, so β (α +1) ≡ β (β +1) = h≡ 0 and β (x22−1) ≡ β (x33−1) ≡ −h ≡ 0 modulo p. The
proof is completed. 
Lemma 2.7. V(I)⊆ V(p1)∪V(p2)∪V(p3).
Proof. Lemma 2.6, together with the fact that V(p1)∪V(p2)∪V(p3) = V(p1 · p2 · p3), implies
that it suffices to show that the product p · p3 is contained in I. By [3, Proposition 6, page 185],
we only need to show that every element in B · B3 := {bb3 | b ∈ B and b3 ∈ B3} belongs to I,
where
B := {h,x12,x13,x21,x22+β ,x23,x24,x31,x32,x33+β ,x34,x42,x43},
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B3 := {g1,g2,g3}.
Moreover, as f3, f5, f9, f11, f15, f17, f21 ∈ I, the set B can be replaced by
B′ := {h,x23,x32,x33+β ,x42,x43}.
Now we have to check that any element of B3 · B
′ belongs to I.
Throughout the rest of the proof, we are working over modulo I. It follows from the definition
of the generators fi of I that
x23x32− x42x43− (β
2+β )/2= 0, x23(β −1)+2x
2
43 = 0,
x23x42− x43(β +1)/2= 0, x32(β −1)+2x
2
42 = 0,
x32x43− x42(β +1)/2= 0, x
2
33− x42x43− (β
2−β )/2= 0,
x33(β +1)+2x42x43 = 0, x33x42− x42(β −1)/2= 0,
x33x43− x43(β −1)/2= 0, x42g3 = 0,
x43g3 = 0, βg3 = 0.
We will use these equations to complete the proof. Note that g1h= (x33−(β −1)/2)(β
2+β ) =
(x33(β +1)− (β
2−1)/2)β = (−2x42x43− (β
2−1)/2)β =−(βg3)/2= 0; g1x23 = (x33− (β −
1)/2)x23 = x23x33+ x
2
43 = f13 = 0; g1x32 = f19 = 0; g1(x33+β ) = x
2
33+(β +1)x33/2− (β
2−
β )/2= (x33(β +1)+2x42x43)/2= 0; g1x42 = x33x42− x42(β −1)/2= 0; and g1x43 = x33x43−
x43(β −1)/2= 0. This shows that g1B
′ ⊆ I. Further, g2 = 2x42x43+(β
2−1)/2= −(β +1)g1
and g3 = (β
2−1)−2x33(β +1) = 2(β +1)g1. This implies that g2 ·B
′ and g3 ·B
′ are contained
in I. Hence, B3 · B
′ ⊆ I and we are done. 
Corollary 2.8. V(I) = V(p1)∪V(p2)∪V(p3).
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7. 
Theorem 2.9. HLiem(gl2(C)) = V(I) = V(p1)∪V(p2)∪V(p3).
Proof. We have seen in Lemma 2.1 that HLiem(gl2(C)) ⊆ V(I). To complete the proof, by
Corollary 2.8, it suffices to show that anyCa,Da and Da,b,c,ξ appeared in Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4
belong to HLiem(gl2(C)). A long but direct calculation shows the statement follows. 
3. HLiem(gln(C)) (n > 3)
In this section we characterize multiplicative Hom-Lie algebra structures on gln(C) for all
n > 3. We suppose that {e1,e2, . . . ,en2−1} is a basis of sln(C) and z denotes a nonzero vector in
the center of gln(C). Note that gln(C) = sln(C)⊕C · z, thus
Lemma 3.1. [gln(C),gln(C)] = sln(C).
Corollary 3.2. Every homomorphism on gln(C) restricts to a homomorphism on sln(C).
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Proof. Let D be a homomorphism from gln(C) to itself. It suffices to show that sln(C) is stable
under the action of D. Indeed, given an element x ∈ sln(C), by Lemma 3.1, we may write x =∑
finite[xi,x j] for some xi,x j ∈ gln(C). Thus D(x) =
∑
finiteD([xi,x j]) =
∑
finite[D(xi),D(x j)] ∈
[gln(C),gln(C)] = sln(C). 
We are ready to prove the following result.
Theorem 3.3. Let n > 3 and D ∈ HLiem(gln(C)) be an arbitrary element. Then with respect to
the basis {e1,e2, . . . ,en2−1,z}, D is equal to either diag{1, . . . ,1,a} or diag{0, . . . ,0,a}, where
a ∈ C.
Proof. By Xie-Jin-Liu [13, Corollary 3.4 (ii)] we see that HLiem(sln(C)) consists of the identity
matrix In2−1 and the zero matrix. On the other hand, Corollary 3.2 implies that D restricts to an
element of HLiem(sln(C)). Thus the restriction of D on sln(C) is either equal to In2−1 or 0.
For the first case, we have D(x) = x for x ∈ sln(C). Note that for i = 1,2, . . . ,n
2−1, we have
0 = D(0) = D([ei,z]) = [D(ei),D(z)] = [ei,D(z)] and moreover, [z,D(z)] = 0. This implies that
D(z) is also an element of the center of gln(C). Thus D(z) = az for some a ∈ C. Hence, with
respect to the basis {e1,e2, . . . ,en2−1,z}, D= diag{1, . . . ,1,a}.
For the second case, we have D(x) = 0 for x ∈ sln(C). Suppose D(z) =
∑n2−1
i=1 aiei + az,
where all ai and a belong to C. For x ∈ sln(C), as sln(C) = [sln(C),sln(C)], we may write x =∑n2−1
i, j=1ai j[ei,e j] for ai j ∈ C. Then
[D(z),x] =

D(z),
n2−1∑
i, j=1
ai j[ei,e j]


=
n2−1∑
i, j=1
ai j[D(z), [ei,e j]] (by Hom-Jacobi identity)
= −
n2−1∑
i, j=1
ai j([D(ei), [e j,z]]+ [D(e j), [z,ei]])
= 0.
This fact, together with [D(z),z] = 0, implies that D(z) is in the center of gln(C). Thus D(z) = az
for some a ∈ C. This shows that in this case, D= diag{0, . . . ,0,a}. 
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